THE DAWN DONUT A-Z

A

Alcohol.

Guinness, Kahlúa, whisky,
sangria and gin flavoured donuts are
showing up everywhere.
Fun fact: 21
percent of U.S.
adults most
interested in
trying alcohol
flavoured
donuts are
parents.

B

Bacon.

Think beyond
strips: try extra crispy
bacon by cooking it,
frying it, chopping it
up and frying it again
before using it to top
donuts.

C

Dates.

E

Espresso Cream.

F

Flaked Sea Salt.

What’s better than
coffee and donuts?
Coffee in donuts.

Equal parts visually pleasing (the
large crystal flakes are gorgeous on top
of donuts) and palate pleasing when
paired with chocolate,
caramel or maple (salty
meets sweet).

G

Ganache

Ganache is a
combination of
chocolate and
double cream that
is simple to make,
yet is one of most
gratifying of
toppings to eat.

Hibiscus.

Hibiscus tea is a herbal
tea made as an infusion from
crimson or deep magenta
coloured calyces (sepals) of the
roselle (Hibiscus sabdariffa)
flower. It has a tart, cranberry-like flavour.

Q
R

Rosemary.

Strawberry.

Adding fresh herbs
to rolling sugar is an
easy way to elevate
traditional sugar donuts.

Jam.

The nation’s favourite.
A traditional donut
treat that's unbeatable
when eaten warm
and covered in sugar.

S

K

Key Lime.

T

Whether it’s juice,
mousse, custard or
cream, Key lime is
a unique, yet
familiar,
premium citrus
flavour.

Lavender
Sprinkles.

The grown-up version of
rainbow sprinkles. Try pairing them with
vanilla frosting and grape dust.

M

Matcha.

N

Nuts.

Matcha’s
grassy green colour
looks stunning on donuts,
especially when blended with sugar and
a little salt to make a twinkly coating.

Go nuts with nuts! Soft, fluffy
yeast donuts covered in caramel glaze
and dunked in
crunchy cinnamon
flavoured nuts
are delicious!

O

Try the fresh route, toss your
donuts in a strawberry
glaze and stuff with
fresh strawberries!

Toasted Coconut.
Pile generous amounts
of toasted coconut,
caramel and chocolate
icing onto a cake donut.

U

V

Vanilla.

Vanilla is a secret
weapon for custom
donut creations since
it pairs well with almost
everything - from fruit
to nuts to candy.

W

Winter Spice.

Cinnamon, pumpkin
spice and gingerbread glaze
pack lots of flavour into a
tiny bite to get your customers
into the holiday spirit.

X

Peanut butter is
versatile: It can be mixed
into donut batter or
frosting to create a delicious
icing, filling, glaze or drizzle.

Visit dawnfoods.com for more information and inspiring recipes

X-plosive
Candy.

Popping candy adds
textural sensation
and ‘take-notice’ to a
donut.

Orange Blossom.

Peanut Butter.

Ube.

The purple yam
gives mixes, glazes and
frostings a rich purple hue,
making it a prime choice
for a natural (and social
media friendly) pop of
colour.

Aromatic and delicate, orange
blossom is the flower of the orange
tree that has historically been used in
perfume making. The
subtle orange flavour
is a bit lighter and
more complex than
orange extract.

P

Quinoa.

Gluten-free is now mainstream.
Quinoa can be made into a flour used
in donut batter or baked into
granola for a crunchy,
hearty topping.

J

L

Middle Eastern
flavours are on trend,
and dates are a familiar,
yet not overused, ingredient.

H

Ice cream donut
sandwiches have
cropped up across the
UK, but bakers are also
channelling frozen dessert flavours in
donuts without using actual ice cream.
Think cake batter, rocky road and
banana split.

Cereal.

Toppings
straight out of
childhood cereal
bowls are big these
days.

D

I

Ice Cream
Flavours.

Y

Yuzu Curd.

Orange and lemon are
expected, but their Japanese
cousin, yuzu, stands
out on a menu.

Z

Zucchini.

Go sweet by working
the veggie into chocolate
donuts or savoury
by pairing it with a
cheese topping.

